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Stand Out – Step Up
Become the Leader you Deserve to Be

Are You and Your Organisation Prepared for Current and 
Future Challenges?

Our Bachelor and Masters in Leadership and Management have been specifically designed to 
prepare emerging and current leaders to effectively guide and lead individuals, teams, departments 
and organisations through current and predicted future challenges.

These degree programmes have been developed by industry experts with decades of global, cross-
industry leadership and managerial experience to help you to stand out, step up and become the 
leader you deserve to be.

Accreditation

7020TEN has partnered with the University of Applied Research & Development (UARD), an NOCN & 
ONE AWARDS approved institution. 

NOCN is a United Kingdom Awarding Organisation licensed by Ofqual and One Awards is QAA 
approved to develop, endorse and award qualifications Levels 1 to 7; both organisations are part of 
the NOCN Group.

7020ten manages the Leadership & Management faculty of UARD.

The Bachelor and Masters in Leadership and Management are internationally recognised degree 
programs accredited by the United Kingdom (UK) National Open Colleges Network (NOCN) and One 
Awards.

Be Assured – our Degrees Have Value and Meaning 
Internationally

https://7020ten.education/our-degree-programs/
https://7020ten.education/our-degree-programs/
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Delivery

To maximise learning flexibility, the Bachelor and Masters in Leadership & Management will be 
delivered online through a variety of technologies to support outstanding learning opportunities, 
that include:

Facilitator-led sessions delivered online through a webinar-style platform. The delivery approach is 
referred to as a ‘flipped classroom’ in which traditional lecture and homework elements are 
reversed. Students engage with interactive content focusing on key concepts prior to virtual classes, 
allowing face-to-face time for collaborative activities that clarify concepts and contextualise
knowledge through application , analysis, and planning and problem solving.

Dedicated self-paced learning through our learning experience platform (LXP)

Guided online discussion forums

Learning tools that include, e-learning, Podcasts, e-guides, and dynamic videos that engage and 
excite learners Our delivery approach is designed to enhance and facilitate study and the learning 
process, deliver lectures and materials to students, and to facilitate group work, assessment and 
assignments.

#Students must have access to a computer and a broadband internet connection with sufficient 
bandwidth to participate in online video conferencing.

Additionally, as both students and instructors for this course are from all over the world, delivery will 
be in English. Students will be required to prove an adequate level of English skills prior to 
acceptance*. English language development and academic study support options are available.

English Language Development and Academic Study 
Options are Available
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Personal Learning Profiles

Your successful learning process begins with intensive pre-program profiling to establish the 
key learning metrics of each participant. A personal learning profile is developed that 
addresses the learning strengths of the participants and identifies any gaps.
Remedial training, if required, is suggested and provided prior to and during each of our 
programs to assist in closing learning gaps and to enhance learning strengths.

Study Workload

On average, the time distribution will be as follows:
•2 x 2 hour live facilitator-led sessions per month
•4 hours per week self-paced study
•2 hours per week assignment completion

Be Assured – our Degrees Have Value and Meaning 
Internationally
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Entry Requirements

The entry requirements for the Bachelor and Masters in Leadership & Management programme
are as follows:
IELTS score of 6.5, or an acceptable equivalent,
Preferably a minimum of 5 years of workforce experience (This provides students with 
workplace environment context; however, it is not essential) 

Adequate evidence of the above will required on submission of enrolment. 7020TEN and the 
University of Applied Research & Development and their delivery partners reserve the right to 
interview applicants prior to the acceptance and to follow up with employers to verify work 
experience.

English Language Development Options are Available
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Our Degree Differentiators

Capability Development Value Adds
To support the personal and professional development of all students, included in their tuition 
fees are the following:

• Behavioural profiling and supplementary capability development from an evidence-based 
platform REACH Ecosystem

• Identification of behavioural profiles and suggested development areas
• Training Needs Analysis (TNA) linked to behavioural gaps with specific Training and Coaching 

recommendations identified in reports
• E-learning courses and other supporting resources to close behavioural development areas
• Personal Development Dashboards – supports personal development accountability
• Professional Coaching Sessions. Each student will receive up to 6 x 1hr coaching sessions with an 

accredited coach as part of their degree program studies
• English/academic language support. Prior to and during their study, students will have access to 

an English/Academic language counsellor to review and provide guidance on their submitted 
materials.

The above-mentioned learning value-adds are equivalent to $8000.00 USD
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Our Degree Differentiators

People and Future-Focused Subjects

Our degrees will provide participants with a significant advantage over others and improve their 
career path because it is future-focused based on current research. 

The world economic forum and other peak global bodies have provided a real insight into the skills 
required in the future. Industry 4.0 brings new and yet to be discovered challenges for persons in 
leadership roles. 

To lead and manage such a large scale, global transformation requires specialist leadership and 
management capability, regardless of what industry you work, what country you live in and where 
you are currently sitting in an organisational hierarchy. Developing digital literacy, workforce 
diversity and inclusivity, culture and capability development are cornerstone subject areas that 
underpin our leadership and management degrees.

Job Ready Graduates – Competence Portfolios

The structure of our leadership and management degree programs blend foundational theory 
(appropriate to the level of study being undertaken), with practical outcomes.

Upon graduation, you will have a significant portfolio of evidence to demonstrate to an existing or 
potential employer, of what you have done and what you can do.
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Our Degree Differentiators

Micro-Credentialing – Targeted Learning Opportunities
Not everyone is looking to complete a degree program – some may be seeking a specific skills and knowledge 
boost. We are able to offer subject-specific learning opportunities as micro-credentials.

Rather than having to enroll in a 3-year degree, we offer you multiple entry and exit points that all lead to a 
micro-credential.

You can pick and choose your subjects to create a customized micro-credential, awarded by the University of 
Applied Research and Development.

All of your subjects contribute to our degrees, should you wish to further your study at a later stage.

Professional and Personal Recognition

The Bachelor in and Master of Leadership and Management recognizes the nature, breadth, and depth of 
experience each student brings with them, and the time challenges this level of study may cause for some.

The programs do not attempt to “fit a square peg into a round hole.” It understands that learners come in all 
shapes and sizes, and the curriculum is structured to create a learning plan and experience that fits everyone –
Nam omni doctrina praesto (Learning for All).

This is a very inclusive program. It is founded upon this important, universal tenet: Everyone deserves the 
opportunity to study.

Our degree programs are designed to acknowledge, recognize and reward current knowledge, skills and 
attributes (SKAs) of professionals, and to provide them with credentialing consistent with their SKAs and 
appropriate to their organisational level and management authority.

Students who have completed a recognised programme of learning, with learning outcomes that match the 
courses of study, may apply for recognition of prior learning (RPL)

Students with acceptable work experience, may apply for Current Competency point credits.
The maximum point credit that can be awarded is 75% of the total credit points for any programme. 

To clarify: up to 270 point credits can be awarded for the B.LM, and a further 90 points must be gained through 
successful course completion to receive the award of the Bachelor.
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Capability 

Development 

Cluster 1

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 2

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 3

Foundations of Leadership
4ELWL - Workplace Leadership

4ELWR - Developing effective workplace relationships

4ELCE - Communicating effectively

Foundations of Productivity
4ELCI - Supporting continuous improvement

4ELOP - Supporting Operational Plans

4ELTI - Developing personal and team innovation

4ELWD - Preparing Complex Workplace Documents

Foundations of 
Diversity & Innovation
4ELDD - Developing diversity in a work team

4ELTI - Developing personal and team innovation

4ELWP - Developing and establishing work priorities

Capability Development 

Block 1 Exams

Capability Development 

Block 2 Exams

Ye a r  1

Capability Development 

Block 3 Exams



Capability 

Development 

Cluster 4

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 5

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 6

Leading Communication
5ELCT - Developing Influencing Communication Techniques

5ELSR - Communications Strategy Industry

5ELSC - Strategic Communication

5ELTP - Leading, Developing and Managing Work Team Performance

Leading Productivity
5ELDI - Developing, Implementing and Managing Operational Plan

5ELMR - Identifying and Managing Risks to Work Teams and the 

Organisation

5ELSW - Promote a safe work environment

5ELWM - Managing Efficient and Productive Workplace Meetings

People-Centred Leadership
5ELIL - The Emotionally Intelligent Leader

5ELLD - Leading, Developing and Managing Workplace Relationships

5ELRI - Supporting Recruitment, Selection and Induction

5ELWL - Encouraging Workplace Learning

Capability Development 

Cluster 4 Exams

Capability Development 

Cluster 5 Exams
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Ye a r  2

Capability Development 

Cluster 6 Exams



Capability 

Development 

Cluster 7

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 8

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 9

Leading Planning
6ELSP - Strategic Planning

6ELHR - Human Resources Planning

6ELBP - Developing and Driving Business Plans

6ELFA - Financial and Asset Management

Leading 
Organisational Development

6ELOC - Leading and Managing Organisational Change and Organisational 

Development

6ELDD - Developing and Driving Diversity

6ELER - Managing employee relations

6ELLO - Leading across the organisation

Final Project
This final project requires candidates to apply the principles of the 

subjects studied in the Bachelor program to demonstrate the 

application of theory in a workplace environment through the full 

cycle of planning to implementation and continuous improvement

Capability Development 

Cluster 7 Exams

Capability Development 

Cluster 8 Exams

B a c h e l o r  i n  L e a d e r s h i p  a n d  M a n a g e m e n t

Ye a r  3
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Capability 

Development 

Cluster 1

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 2

Capability 

Development 

Cluster 3

People & Culture
7ELTP Leading personal and strategic transformation practices

7ELOC Championing Organisational Culture

7ELDL Driving Organisational Digital Literacy 

7ELDP Establishing Career Development Pathways

Productivity & Purpose
7ELTP Leading Innovative Thinking and Practice

7ELFR Managing Financial Resources

7ELCP Developing Organisationally Beneficial Collaborative 

Partnerships and Relationships or 

7ELWP Strategic Workforce Planning

Research & Purpose
7ELRP Research Practices

7ELFP Final Project

This final project requires candidates to apply 

the principles of the subjects studied in the 

Masters program to demonstrate the 

application of theory in a workplace 

environment through the full cycle of planning 

to implementation and continuous 

improvement

Capability Development 

Cluster 1 Exams

Capability Development 

Cluster 2 Exams

1 8  M o n t h s
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Contact

Email: study@7020ten.education

Website

www.7020ten.education

We are taking expressions of interest and enrolments for our October 2021 Leadership and 
Management degrees. 

For further information, please send us an email to arrange a chat with one of our learning support 
coordinators. 

Join our 2021 Leadership and Management 
Degree Programmes

http://www.7020ten.education/

